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existence, if only for the moment., a two-party alignment even in
a multi-party state, social and political evolution has made the
two-party state an impossibility. Not merely are the problems
confronting a nation no longer capable of being reduced—as they
were for so long reduced in this country, a reduction which
automatically divides the nation into two—to a moral question
involving the answer of yes or no to a principle, and separable
into principle on which no compromise is possible and technical
detail which requires compromise, but democracy has ended by
perceiving virtue in the representation of as many shades of
opinion as possible. All sorts of opinions demand and are conceded
representation if they can obtain it in the prescribed way. The
democratic right to political representation being in theory
unlimited, the theory has been carried so far in practice that
the right applies to the representation of non-political interests,
which the present writer would hold to be contrary to democratic
principle., and even to those interests which, political or not,,
avowedly seek to use the democratic machinery to destroy
democracy—which, as not only Euclid would say, is absurd,
To the post-war states which awoke in 1919 to constitutional
existence, the organization of the political life presented no slight
problem because both experience and tradition were deficient,
and as among them democracy had intellectual, but not historical,
bases, the tendency was to push theory up to and even beyond
sane political limits. Everywhere as a result parties tended to
multiply, but they were left to work in a system in which a
multiplicity of parties could not function politically.
Thus the duty of the parties to supply a government with a
true basis was not appreciated. All that was appreciated was the
fact that by the constitution a ministry was a technical essential
This is particularly seen in the German experience. The ministry
was never regarded as much more than such an essential. Some
sort of combination created itself to supply one for the theory
of the ministry as an emanation of parliament was admitted,
but the coalition so created had a negative and not a positive
basis. The resultant ministry was in one sense still a ministry
imposed—by the constitution—on the parties, and in another it

